1978 MGB - LEACOCK OVERDRIVE 3RD- 4TH GEAR SWITCH ACCESS PANEL MODIFICATION
FOR EASIER MAINTENANCE AND TROUBLESHOOTING (WITHOUT HAVING TO LAY UNDER THE CAR)
JOHN BALDWIN 23 November 2020
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Switch Location:
( Left-hand drive car) The switch is located on the DRIVER’S right hand knee sidewall, ( LHS ) of
the center/radio console, on the top upper left side of the gearbox.
Purpose of Modification:
To cut an access hole to the switch and provide a removable panel for future easy
Overdrive maintenance and electrical troubleshooting access.
Tools Required:
a) Rotary Tool, ( Micro Cordless, by Dremel ), or equivalent, with cutting disc.
c) Electric drill and drill bits.
e) Sheet metal cutter.
g) Sharp cutting blade, (Exacto-knife), or equivalent.
Materials Required:
a)Metal adhesive, ( Gorilla Glue) or equivalent.

b) Metal file.
d) Small clamps.
f) Metal saw.
h) Narrow black magic marker pen.

b) Sheet metal screws, or equivalent fasteners.

Methodology:
( A )To expose the area where the hole is to be cut, you will have to gain access to the Left Hand Driver’s Side vertical
wall, by right knee for left hand drive cars, of the center console tunnel, by removing the upholstery covering it.( Note:reference to the latter pictures in this description might save you the necessity for doing the next paragraph).
Depending on how your car is configured, this might mean the removal of the center console, ( radio, heater/airconditioning controls ) and the gear stick surround.
Once access is achieved and the relevant surface exposed, mark out the area of the structure that you wish to cut out.
You might find that some of this surface is raised in a slightly curved rib. Make your rectangle very square, or as square
as you can, so that it can be re-used, or a replacement piece can easily be made, as a locator for your access panel. ( I
was a bit out of square, as can be seen in the pictures below, so it makes the job a little more fiddly!) This also applies to
the sound proofing/insulation layer immediately behind the wall, which can be cut at the same time as the metal is cut.
CAUTION. Cutting is done only with a rotary tool, ( DO NOT USE A JIGSAW OR EQUIVALENT ), so that no damage is done
to anything behind the panel, such as wiring. The metal wall thickness is only about 1/16th” thick and the softer
insulating/sound proofing is only about 1/8th”thick. Having passed through the metal, the cutter goes through the softer
material very quickly, so proceed with care!
( B ) Once the hole is cut out, the Access panel has to be manufactured, using the removed metal and insulation /
soundproofing materials and a newly made face-plate. The face-plate is larger than the cut hole in order that the
completed panel can be secured in place by drilling suitable holes for screws to be used, on the surrounds. The various
layers are bonded together with glue. Clamps can be used to keep plates in place, during this process. The completed
access panel can be painted using your car’s colors.
( C ) If you haven’t already cut an access flap in your upholstery, you now have a choice to make, as to whether, or not,
to cut an access flap in the upholstery material. If you have to remove all the console equipment each time you need
access to the newly fitted Overdrive Switch Access Panel, you might opt for creating a three sided hanging flap in the
material, which will allow access to the securing screws, and can be pressed back into place. Maybe even using Velcro,
or two-sided adhesive tape.
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References:

Leacock Overdrive 3rd – 4thth gear switch location,
far LHS front, in gearshift hole. The picture is not of
my 1978 car. It is borrowed from the Web.

Not having the exact location of the hole to be
required and having no hoist to be able to get
underneath the car, or a reasonably sized stomach
to be able to do so, I cut an experimental hole, as
can be seen on left of blue cable! Of course it was
in the wrong position, so had to be “metalset”
back into place! Another attempt was made, but
still not without its problems as can be seen. This
is to highlight the required measurements for the
hole and also to show measurements to relative
existing car parts.
The LHS of the hole is one inch ( I” ) to rear of
column for the Radio/Centre panel. The RHS is
almost in-line with the Gear shift panel gasket on
top of the tunnel.(see picture ).
The more idyllic measurements of the hole would
be 4” x 2”, cut a lot more square than this, to make
life easier.

Plate made to fit the hole exactly flush, to attach
sound proof/insulation backing to, and also act
as a locating device for the exterior panel plate.
Note the tunnel wall is not flat but has slightly
curved rib (ridge).
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This shows the insulation/sound proof backing.
(This was an experimental exercise to find the
location of the switch. I cut one hole, which gave
access, but still difficult for hands, so it was
extended backwards, by cutting another piece out!
Had I done this correctly the first time it would
have been just a single piece, not two glued
together! Note that the Gorilla Glue expands as it
starts to cure!)

This is the flush mounted locating plate for the
insulation / soundproofing to be attached,
before attachment to the inside surface of the
actual front access mounting cover.

Access Panel front mounting plate prior to
attaching, to its rear side, the flush locating plate
with insulation/sound proofing attached.

Rear view of front plate showing outline of other
flush mounted plate. ( Note: Because my plate
was not a truly cut square rectangle, to line up
the outer plate, I had to offset the flush mounted
plate. Make sure that when you cut your hole
you don’t give yourself this problem!! Make sure
hole is a true 4” x 2” rectangle with square
corners, or as near as you can get them! It then
won’t matter which way it goes into the hole. )
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View of inside of outer face mounting plate
with 6 holes drilled.

Dots are “through” hole markings on drawing.

Outline of my flush mounted plate.
Your flush mounted plate should be a truly
square rectangle, with the insulation /
sound proofing already attached.
( Gorilla Glue. Note:- The glue expands as
it dries, but can be cleaned off with a sharp
knife, or a rasp file, when cured, to make it
look neater.)

Metal flush locating plate to mount
insulation / soundproofing to. This fits flush
into the cut hole.
Make sure the hole cut is a square
rectangle; it makes life easier and probably
neater!
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Insulation / sound proofing fits flush on metal
flush locating plate.

Mounting Face Plate rear view diagram
showing measurements and drilled hole
positions with flush locating plate and
insulation/sound proofing.

Horizontal measurement of Access Panel front
face mounting plate. These measurements
would be OK for 4” x 2” hole cover.

Vertical measurement of Access Panel front
face mounting plate. These measurements
would be OK for 4” x 2” hole cover.
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Showing access to Overdrive 3-4th gear switch
plus hooked up wiring.

Home-made Overdrive switch tightening tool
61mm.

Rear of Access Panel face plate with locator
plate and insulation / soundproofing glued on
and face plate attachment screw holes already
drilled.

Edge view of Access Panel face mounting
plate with flush locating plate and insulation /
/soundproofing attached.
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Access Panel face plate located, and screws
inserted.
Note: Due to the slightly raised curvature of some
of the surfaces, the screws on the left were
tightened first and a slight hammering was used to
curve the metal to conform to the wall, before the
other screws were inserted.

Flap raised to show switch and position relative
to re-installed center/radio console.
The edge of the fully back positioned driver’s seat
is also shown.

Centre radio console shown back in position
and the relative flap cut into the upholstery for
future easier access, for maintenance and
troubleshooting of Overdrive electrical system.
Mounting plate painted.

Upholstery flap raised to show the installed and
painted acess panel.
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Upholstery flap lowered into place.
Picture is taken in very strong lighting which
tends to emphasize the cut marks in the
material.
Normally this is a fairly dark spot, so is not so
obvious when the light is removed.

Project complete.

1978 MGB Roadster - John Baldwin
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